This book deals in word import and text export
I am a typical migrant child, migration is in my fore- and background, for no reason I am also a guestworker’s child, I like Marx and Mama like sun and dada, my migration biography is a mania, I follow it and it follows me, it is part of my identity and my life. Migration provokes and flows like water, it influences the world and moves the masses. How could it leave me unmoved?

(Please rap!)
the migrant stadl manifesto

if you rest, you rust! in the movement lies the power. the key point turns, and never settles, anywhere! the golden thread of humanity is migration. we need caravans instead of mansions or mansions on wheels. we never arrive anywhere. Only those who migrate, are! Those who do not migrate, are not! the following manifesto must therefore find its way into our brains, our discourses, our lecture rooms and assembly halls.
1. migration motivated by different factors is an ancestral human need and must be recognized as a universal human right
2. integration courses for all saxons
3. minimum of six unlimited citizenships for all migrants and their descendants
4. implement the right to vote for migrants, immediately and everywhere
5. establish a complaints office for intrinsically systemic lack of perspective
6. appoint a woman with a migrant background and mother of nine as minister of family affairs
7. tax waivers for migrants because they do all the integration
8. solidarity fee to aid all migrants and refugees
9. fill at least 50% of all positions in parliament, administration, public institutions, schools, etc. with people of migrant background
10. require multilingualism for employment in case of a predominantly multilingual client base
11. widespread conversion to a bidet-integrated model in all public bathrooms; minimum requirement of watering cups and toilet paper to be offered in equal measure
12. establish an islamic museum and a place of worship in every city center
13. unrestricted freedom to place satellite dishes on house fronts
14. free headscarves for all, migrants and non-migrants
15. at least three headscarves per railcar
16. dogs on a leash (seriously, Jandl!)
17. now only circumcised dicks in german porn
This manifesto makes no claim to completeness, additions, additional comments and commenting additions, complete sentences, half-sentences, sentence parts and part sentences as well as spare parts are welcome any time!

**Latest report from the outskirts, part II**

Today, on the way from Laim to Westend, two men dressed in black standing on the corner of Fürstenriederstraße and Gotthardstraße were handing out flyers, the contents of which I could not see because I was standing across the street, but due to the media-effective sign that one of the men seemed to have made and that hung around his neck, I could read the writing "No mosque at Stachus Square", which to me at first seemed like a statement of facts, because there is in fact no mosque at Stachus Square, but after observing the scenery for a while, where the men talked to passersby, I realized that this was not in fact a statement of facts, but a slogan, that is, an appeal to oppose the possibly planned construction of a mosque at Stachus Square, which in turn reminded me that the construction of a synagogue between Sendlinger Tor and Marienplatz a few years ago had also driven a few jumping jacks onto
the street, who distributed flyers saying “No synagogue at Jakobsplatz”, which they were right about once again, for there was in fact no synagogue at Jakobsplatz (yet) and soon after the guys handed out their flyers, the synagogue was finally built, which is why today I am coming to the conclusion that soon there will be a mosque at Stachus Square.

To München Blossom

München, colorful München
People say you are a city with heart;
let them say it, they don't know how
the minarets stand.

you send your migrants to the outskirts
and build the mosques out there.
Out there you build your mosques!

Hello, white satellites are hanging from your windows
and you want to banish them.
Your color, München, is colorful
As colorful are your inhabitants.

And your politics are white.
Are your politics white?

München, your ü is the dotted i in your name,
your name drips like soft kebab tallow.
Did you know, München, did you already know,
you can also be called Migrant Stadl,
you are as migrant from within as from without.
München, colorful München, what do people say?

Prize question:
München is the Migrant Stadl at the foothills of the Alps.
München is migrant.
What color is München?

Blockupy in rank and file
Protest yes,
violece no,
so nonviolent protest,
violece no, freedom yes,
freedom even imperative,
free democracy and so on,
freedom of expression and so on,
freedom of course,
you know,
no headscarf,
no oppression,
but legs free,
belly free,
topless,
half-naked,
all free,
and not ever any headscarves,
not ever any headscarves on your face!!!
But free,
free protest, free of coercion and violence,
Democracy, of course,
having an opinion and so on,
expressing yourself freely and so on,
truly free,
extremely free,
So once again,
Expressing your opinion yes, but please within this barricaded area outlined by armed people, surrounded by hundreds of protection troops who protect freedom of expression with clubs, helmets, batons, guns and tear gas. While diggers roll through the city, inhabited houses are demolished, new ones are built, people are evicted and exploited, money and huge amounts of steel are piled on the shoulders of billions for a few bankers downtown, please express your opinion calmly and without violence,

protest very peacefully,
go ahead and say what's on your mind,
freely and democratically,
but no headscarves please,
please no headscarves on your face!!!
Free means free!
If free, then completely free,
(free of opinion wouldn't harm either, honestly, why don't you all just go home and watch some tv? In other places, they dream of being as free as you are).

But there you go, freedom of expression, no problem,
sign in please,
precisely between 6 am and 4 pm at said place,
not an inch further, not a second later,
express your opinion there, please,
loud and clear, preferably in iambs,
but completely free of violence
free the faces,
speak German, fluent German,
so now turn left, then right,
straight ahead to the second traffic light,
right, left, in two lines,
as discussed with the Department of Order,
within the markings,
go on, very relaxed and free,
along the specified protest route,
completely free, dancing, laughing, amused, trilling,
yes! say freely what you think,
yes! yell out freely what you mean,
hold up the signs,
up in the air,
if not now, then when!
No, not in rows of 10,
not linked,
no, don’t run,

walk slowly,
move in here please,
you, over there, you, too: move in!
Stop, stop, not like that, ugh!
Next time best do it out in the open
preferably outside the city,
free of traffic,
free of people,
you can express your opinion there completely free
in the outskirts or something, industrial area,
a few disused dealerships, otherwise, all empty,
lots of space for lots of people,
there you can hold up very large signs,
be angry and appalled,
express your opinion loudly, jump, scream,
without causing residents or sleeping daycare children or even work traffic
any disruption.
Nondisruptive,
nonviolent protest, of course.

Translated from the German by Milena Sanabria Contreras